FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Commerce Science Corporation Announces Release of New Version
Leading eCommerce provider announces new version release.
Atlanta, GA (December 2013) – Commerce Science Corporation (CSC), a leading provider of eCommerce
solutions, is pleased to announce the release of eStoreXpress, version 3.10. Major improvements delivered in
this release pave the way for greater Search Engine Optimization, enhanced API calls connecting diverse
front-end interfaces with the eStoreXpress shopping cart, and fully automated payment systems eliminating the
need for invoicing, accounts receivable, or manual distribution of commissions.
CSC’s distinctive “many-to-many” eCommerce model allows an unlimited number of eStores to market
products and services provided by an unlimited number of vendors thru one seamless eCommerce engine.
Given this scenario, providing meaningful SEO functionality on a per-store basis within this extensive network
presented unique challenges, and these have now been effectively addressed.
Additionally, version 3.10 has added new REST API functionality such that each platform can now:
1. Utilize the proprietary eStoreXpress front-end interface
2. Drop into the CSC shopping cart from alternate front-ends, or
3. Creatively implement a combination of the two
This feature brings a whole new world of possibilities for vastly different companies and product lines to coexist within a single platform framework.
As yet one more crowning achievement, Commerce Science has incorporated the Automated Clearing House
(ACH) electronic network to complete financial transactions covering both the vendor cost of goods, and the
profit-split between platform administrators and eStore operators. This technical integration alone opens the
door to substantial business opportunities in general arenas as well as in seemingly endless vertical markets.
“Commerce Science is well positioned to inspire quick growth and profitability for start-ups, as well as to
partner with major players to both complement their existing efforts and greatly expand their market visibility
and profit potential,” said Robert Helmer, CEO of Commerce Science Corporation. “We are excited to deliver
creative, technically sound solutions to a widely diversified client base in an age of ever-evolving Internet
commerce and technology.”
Commerce Science Corporation is a leader in the production of Software as a Service (SaaS), specializing in
multi-channel eCommerce solutions. Serving national markets for associations, distributors and franchises,
Commerce Science Corporation strives to provide the highest quality eCommerce solutions.

Recognitions and accolades include honors from the Georgia Technology Summit, Innovation 2.0 Managing
Innovation for Growth. Commerce Science Corporation was named in the top ten of the Most Innovative
Companies of 2007, as presented by the Technology Association of Georgia (TAG). For more information,
please visit www.commercescience.com.

